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Nakheel launches townhouse project

Arabtec-TAV group nears $3bln Abu Dhabi airport contract

Dubai’s state-owned property developer, Nakheel has broken
An Arabtec Holding consortium that includes Greek and Turkish

ground on a townhouse project on the Palm Jumeirah. The

firms is on the cusp of securing an estimated $3 billion contract for

Palma Residences development, which is intended to replace

the expansion of Abu Dhabi’s international airport, four industry

plans to berth the QE2 ocean liner off the man-made island, is

sources told Reuters. The group, which includes Turkey’s TAV

the first major project Nakheel launches after the company’s

Insaat and Athens-based Consolidated Contractors Company (CCC),

Dhs60 million restructuring. The developer has awarded Dubai

have pipped three rival consortia for the lucrative contract to build a

Civil Engineering a Dhs194-million deal for the infrastructure

midfield terminal building. An Abu Dhabi-based source aware of the

and construction of the project. Scheduled to be completed in

deal said the TAV-Arabtec group had been chosen but that final

18 months, the 104 townhouse-project has already seen 30 units

details still needed to be hammered out. Meanwhile, a source in the

sold for a total value of some Dhs223 million, the developer

consortium said the group “had gotten positive signals but no official

said. In the meantime, Nakheel revealed plans to build a

information had been sent.”“They have the lowest bid … it’s likely

shopping, restaurant and marina complex called The Pointe, on

they will win it,” said a third source, who was involved in the bidding

the tip of the Palm Jumeirah. – CA News Network / Construct

process, speaking on condition of anonymity. TAV declined to

Arabia

comment. Arabtec and CCC officials in the United Arab Emirates
were not immediately available for comment. An ADAC spokesman
said an announcement would be made only once the tender is
finalised. Abu Dhabi Airports Company (ADAC) had short-listed

2013 Global Summit of WTTC in Abu Dhabi
The meeting will bring to the Emirate over 1000 representatives
from the tourism business.

four groups in February for the general construction contract. The
new terminal will be around 700,000 square metres in size, according
to ADAC’s website, and is a key part of an ambitious expansion
programme at the airport in Abu Dhabi, the UAE capital. The
midfield complex will include the terminal building, passenger and
cargo facilities as well as duty-free shops and restaurants for a total
capacity of up to 40 million people a year. It is slated to become
operational in 2017. The other three shortlisted groups were Bechtel
Corporation-ENKA-Al Jaber Group, Hyundai Engineering &
Construction-Kumho Engineering & Construction-China State
Construction

Engineering

Corporation-Al

Shafar

General

Contracting Company and Samsung-ACC-Six Construct. – Reuters /

Abu Dhabi will be the hosting city for the 13th edition of the
World Travel & Tourism Global Summit. This choice was
announced during the 12th edition, which took place in Tokyo.
The event will bring around 1000 representatives in the United
Arab Emirates capital city. Commenting on this handover, the
general director of Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority,
Mubarak Al Muhairi, declared the entire industry of “travel and
tourism” of the Emirate to be at the summit’s complete
disposal, and that new structures will be available in 2013: “We
will have many more attractions, new beach resorts in Saadiyat
Island, new hotels in the downtown area and a new golf resort.
Furthermore, next year we will welcome Accor and RitzCarlton and, in Yas Island, the biggest aquatic park in all of the
Emirates will be launched.”

ANSAMed
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UAE - Investment Opportunities
Good reasons and ways to invest in Italy were
presented during a special session on Italy in
the framework of the Annual Investment
Meeting, an initiative organised by the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) Ministry of Foreign
Trade, which is currently taking place in
Dubai. The quality and flexibility of
competences, public finances under control,
the presence of some of the most
industrialised regions in the world, the
strategic geographical location are only some
of the benefits of investing in Italy presented
to the region's potential investors by the
Italian delegation, composed of the
Diplomatic Advisor to the Italian Minister
for Economic Development Daniele Mancini,
the chairman of the National Institute for
Foreign Trade (ICE) Riccardo Monti and
Invitalia's foreign investment director
Giuseppe Arcucci. Trade relations between
Italy and the UAE continue to strengthen,
with an increase in imports totalling 26% for
a total of EUR 4 bln; what is more, the EUR
19 mln which were already invested in Italy
by the emirates have a great potential for
growth. In the presence of the Italian
ambassador in the UAE Giorgio Starace and
of the top management of the Italian financial
and entrepreneurial community in the UAE,
the
delegation
presented
the
main
opportunities for investment currently
available, from ITC to logistics, from
traditional tourism infrastructures to the most
innovative
environmental
technologies.
Invitalia, the government's agency created in
order to attract foreign investments will be at
the event with its own exhibition area for all
of the three days. (ANSAmed)

Steady Recovery for the UAE
Signs of recovery are registered for the real
estate and building sectors in the UAE, who
come up in second place among the GCC
(Gulf Cooperation Council) nations with
planned 75 billion dollars to be invested
between 2012 and 2016, preceded only by
Saudi Arabia with 119 billion dollars. Third
place for Qatar with 26 billion dollars, despite
the massive infrastructural development (600
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billions) scheduled for the FIFA World Cup
in 2022. A research from Alpen Capital
reveals optimistic expectations for the future
of Dubai, indicating a demographic and
immigration increase due to a solid growth
process set by the economic recovery of the
Emirate. (ANSAmed)

Made in Italy Conquers the UAE
Italian exportations towards the UAE in
2011 hit a 4,5 billion euro record, while
Italian companies signed off orders for a
total of 7,5 billions. The Emirates market is
known to appreciate the excellence of Italian
products, starting from the industrial
machineries sector, as seen from the greatly
increased request for it. The ambassador in
the UAE, Giorgio Starace, claims that
jewelry and fashion sectors play an
important role in Italian export towards the
UAE. Strong growth registered for the food
processing sector as well, as seen by the
30% export increase in 2011 compared to
2010. Italian companies and banks have
opened 190 representative desks while the
Italian UAE resident community fluctuates
between 8 and 10 thousand units with a
notable growth in the last months. (AGI)

Qatar – The Emir invests in Italy
Monti’s
government
gains
another
prestigious international partnership, as
Doha declares itself ready to make new
investments in Italy. Doha is said to be on
the point of buying out part of the quota
from Libic partners of Unicredit, and aims at
consolidating trades with Finmeccanica: the
main focus in on training planes M346 and
Eurofighters, of which Finmeccanica is a
producer together with the French, English
and Germans. The Emir also set his eyes on
Costa Smeralda (Sardinia’s Emerald Coast).
Indeed, the royal Qatar family is a few steps
away from buying Costa Smeralda Holding,
including lands and hotels possessed by the
Agha Khan. The QIA (Qatar Investment
Authority) is said to be evaluating a possible
maneuver towards Telecom Italia Media.
(ANSAmed)

Abu Dhabi Chases Dubai, luxury malls to
double
The current 700.000 sqm of stores will
double in the next three years, according
to a study by DTZ, a company which
specialises in international real estate.
The plan seems to challenge the rate of
Dubai's growth, a boom which saw it
expand its shopping areas by 60% since
2005. Yas Mall will be second only to
Dubai Mall, one of the largest shopping
centres in the world with its 520 stores
and its spectacular attractions. As the
name suggests, it will be raised on Yas
Island, the atoll which already hosts the
Ferrari Park and super luxury hotels.
There are also other commercial projects
on the horizon. The Gallery, which opens
in 15 months, is being built on Al Maryah
Island, the new financial district which
will host luxury executive hotels other
than the new Stock Exchange. Then
Boutike, a ''conceptual'' shopping mall
dedicated entirely to high fashion brands,
products and accessories. Apart from
these luxury malls, another three malls
should be opened by the end of the year:
Pragon Bay on Reem Island, Capital Mall
in Zayed City, Abu Dhabi's new
diplomatic and governmental district, and
Deerfields Town Squares in Al Bahia.
With an annual expenditure of 3.5 billion
euro, Abu Dhabi is no doubt trying to
follow in Dubai's footsteps, the third city
in the world for luxury brands (85%) after
London and Hong Kong. From Dolce and
Gabbana to Bottega Veneta, the Italian
brands are ever present and much soughtafter as also, all the Italian pret-a-porter.
Imports in the clothes sector continue to
show earnings: according to data from the
institute for foreign commerce in Dubai,
in 2011 Italy registered an increase of
17.4% in clothing and accessories.
(ANSAmed).
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A synopsis of the activities recently undertaken by the IICUAE with the aim of promoting Italian companies in the UAE and vice versa.
TARGET AUSTRALIA

During the period January – April 2012, IICUAE was active in the organization of several
inbound and outbound missions between Italy & UAE/Qatar in partnership with the local
chambers of commerce in Italy and with the objective of building relationships between
the operators of the countries.
“Non

INSTITUTIONAL MISSIONS
05-06.02.2012 : Outbound Trade Mission of UAE & Qatari buyers to the
Teno&Food Exhibition, Italy :The International Tecno&Food Exhibition is an
important event, bringing together each year, visitors and
buyers from Italy and abroad. IICUAE in collaboration with
Promex Padova and Ente Padova Fiere organized a mission
of 2 buyers from the UAE – KEO International Consultants &
Hamilton Design and 3 buyers from Qatar – MZ & Partners,
CDC Construction & Al Ali Trading Group within the “house &
th
th
interior design sector” on 5 & 6 February. The buyers met with the local Italian
suppliers with the aim of enhancing each others business and the possibility of doing
business in the near future.

03-08.03.2012 : Inbound Trade Mission from Padova Promex to the UAE: Within
the activities of the Padova Desk in the IICUAE, our office collaborated with the
Padova Promex office in Italy to organize the visit of a multisectoral delegation of Paduan companies to the UAE and
Qatar.
The delegation was comprised of 12 Paduan companies from
the sectors of food, equestrian clothing & feed, interiors &
furnishings, food equipment, engineering, ICT and cleaning
equipment. The main objective of the mission was to strengthen the cooperation
between the Emirati/Qatari and Paduan companies and to contribute to the
development of the commercial exchange between the countries. During the course of
the days, each Paduan company had the opportunity to meet with the local operators
who had expressed some interest in the products offered by the Italian companies.
The majorities of the Paduan delegation seem to be satisfied with their meetings and
are of the opinion that they may be able to constitute the first and fundamental step for
potential future agreements.

01-02.04.2012 : Inbound Trade Mission from Umbria Export to the UAE: To
enhance relationships between Perugia and the UAE, IICUAE in coordination with the
Consortium of Umbria Export and Confindustria Perugia organized an inbound mission
to the UAE.
The delegation was comprised of 5 Umbrian companies from
the sectors of food and renewable energy. The main objective
of the mission was to strengthen the cooperation between the
Emirati/Qatari and Paduan companies and to contribute to the
development of the commercial exchange between the
countries. During the course of the days, each Umbrian
company had the opportunity to meet with the local operators
who had expressed some interest in the products offered by the
Italian companies.
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INDIVIDUAL MISSIONS
Apart from the institutional missions,
individual missions of Italian companies
interested in the UAE & Qatar market were
organized.

22-26.01.2012, UAE : Kaleos - A
company involved in engineering and
installation of renewable energy plants
(photovoltaic systems , geothermal ,
solar thermal), technological systems for
public lighting, civil and industrial
electrical systems (www.kaleos.it)
22-26.01.2012, UAE :
Phytoperformance - Manufacturers of
medical para-sports goods.
(www.phytoperformance.com)
15-16.04.2012, Qatar : Centro Verde
Landscaping for the public & private
sector. (www.centroverdevivai.it)
15-16.04.2012, Qatar : Duriplastic Srl
Manufacturer of plastic wall coverings.
(www.duriplastic.com)
23-25.05.2012, UAE : Orobianco Srl
Manufacturer of 100% ‘Made in Italy’
clothing for men, women and children as
well
as
bags
&
accessories.
(www.orobianco.com)
27.04 – 03.05.2012, UAE/Qatar
:
Ferrinox - Steel Furniture for green &
urban areas. (www.ferrinox.it)
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PROMOTIONAL & NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
IICUAE extended the support of its office in promoting Italy in the UAE through several
promotional programs and meetings.
“Non

13.02.2012 : “A Concert for a Cause in the name of love”
IICUAE supported the Rotary Club of Dubai and the Rotary
Club of Milan San Sirco to promote an exclusive charity
concert for classical music aficionados : “A Concert for a
cause in the name of love”, a musical event under the
auspices of the Italian Embassy to the UAE and in
collaboration with the American University in Dubai. Piano
player, Massimo Fiocchi Malaspina, and baritone, Niccolo’
Scaccabarozzi, both from renowned Conservatory of Milan,
performed for the first time in the United Arab Emirates.
Over AED 64,000 was raised in sales, of which all
proceeds went to the Senses Residential and Day Care for
Special Needs, the first non-profit residential care facility in
the United Arab Emirates that is specially committed to
take care of disabled children and young adults.

18-22.02.2012 : Italian Jazz Festival in Dubai:
th

On the occasion of the 10 Anniversary of the Skywards Dubai
International Jazz Festival 2012, IICUAE helped promote the
th
nd
Italian Jazz Garden – Opening Act from 18 – 22 February
2012, under the collaboration of the Italian Embassy to the UAE
and UBS Bank. Splendid performances by Danilo Rea, Nicola
Conte, Gaetano Partipilo, Alice Ricciardi, Mezzotono and
Mannutza/Ionata casted a spell on music enthusiasts at the
Dubai Jazz Festival.

19.02.2012 : Palazzo Versace – Apperitivo Party:
In the presence of the Italian Ambassador to the UAE, H.E.
Giorgio Starace, IICUAE organized an apperitivo party at the
Bussola, the Westin Dubai Mina Seyahi Beach Resort & Marina
to introduce the Palazzo Versace, the new icon of Dubai.
Around 150 people were present at the event and had to
opportunity to experience first hand the presentation and model
of the Palazzo Versace by the Emirates PV Dubai Holding
Group who is developing the project. H.E. Giorgio Starace
emphasized on the importance of Italian style and expressed
his happiness on the Palazzo Versace being the new icon of
Dubai.
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ASSISTANCE
IICUAE offered assistance to the following
companies in their venture for scouting for
new business in the UAE / Qatar.
Prodyver - Manufacturing different
kinds of paper rolls for general
industrial cleaning, car repairs, car
polishing
and
dairies.
(www.prodyver.com)
Dinamica – Design and management
of contests and promotions prize
programs and loyalty programs for
supermarkets, malls and banks.
(www.dinamica.com)
Katana Golf – Distribution of the
prestigious Japanese brand ‘Katana’
golf equipment. (www.katanagulf.eu)
Rotoform – Offset Printing sector offering different printing solutions for:
Books – Newsletters – Corporate
Identity Envelopes – Brochures –
Packaging – Advertising – Promotional
Marketing Communication – Laminated
Paper – Plastic Foil – UV ink gloss and
matt – Plastic Material – PVC – PPL –
Stickers – Credit Cards – Graphic
Designer
and LENTICULAR 3D
Printing, such as for postcards, poster
advertising, wall, murals and displays in
store (www.rotoform.it)
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11.03.2012 : Formation of Food Joint Commission
19-22.02.2012 : Gulfood 2012 – Seminar on Halal Italia
IICUAE extended all support and assistance
to Italian companies participating in the
Gulfood 2012 which is the largest food &
beverage show in the Middle East. This year,
Italy was present at the Gulfood with the
presence of 200 Italian companies. In 2010,
IICUAE had initiated the recognition by the
UAE of an Italian Center for the certification of
halal food in Italy. Thanks to the joint efforts of
the IICUAE and the Italian Embassy to the
UAE, the Halal Italia srl based in Milan has
been officially recognized by the Emirati
authorities. In order to spread the information
amongst
Italian exhibitors meeting
during the
The
firsttheinternational
Gulfood, the Italian Embassy to UAE
organized a seminar “Halal Italia – CO.RE.IS
st
EMAIL
info@halalitalia.org
/ WEB
www.halalitalia.org
Italiana”
on 21 February
2012
in the
presence of a delegation from the Italian
Ministry of Economic Development. Among
the Halal Italia certified companies present
was PREGEL:
a leading company in
products for ice-cream, cakes and pastries.

Our Chamber has been playing a pivotal role in the promotion
of the food sector between Italy and the UAE by working
“Non
closely with most of the food importers in the country,
organizing several inbound and outbound trade missions
within the food sector, the initiation of the Ospitalita` Italiana
project which involved the recognition of the authentic Italian
Restaurants in the UAE and the initiation of the recognition of
an Italian Centre for the certification of halal food by the UAE.

Keeping in line with the above activities, our Chamber held a
th
meeting with selected food importers on Sunday, 11 March
2012 at the Millenium Plaza Hotel wherein a Joint
Commission for the food sector was implemented to
coordinate and initiate activities relevant to increasing the
import of Italian food into the UAE as well as to identify and
solve any problems being faced by the importers.
The
members on board the committee are ADMMI, Eatalia
Gourmet Foods, Emirates Gourmet, Made in Italia, Stefano’s,
Truebell Marketing & Trading, Roma Trading and Very Goods
Italia.

26-28.03.2012 : ENIT Desk - GIBTM

06-14.04.2012 : Italia-Italia

From 26-28.03.2012, the Dubai – ENIT (Italian State Tourist
Board) desk of the IICUAE participated with a stand at the Gulf
Incentive, Business Travel and Meetings Exhibition 2012
(www.gibtm.com) in Abu Dhabi. More than 270 Hosted Buyers
from across the globe attended this year’s show and 7,672
pre-scheduled appointments took place, an impressive
increase of over 8% from 2011. ENIT’s participation to the
exhibition comes after the establishment of the CBI
(Convention Bureau Italia S.p.A.), as a corporation of the
Italian State Tourist Board, focusing on the MICE sector. The
CBI wants to act as a unique point of contact for foreign
professionals, supporting Italian operators of the Meeting &
Incentive Industry with marketing and communication
strategies dedicated to international markets, and the
participation as exhibitor at GIBTM represented its first official
step in the UAE.

ENIT Office – Dubai joined “Italia Italia” event at Ferrari
th
World Abu Dhabi with a personalized stand from April 6 to
th
April 14 . The event, organized by Ferrari theme park, the
largest indoor leisure park in the world, worked as an Italian
culture carrier in the UAE for 9 days in a row, offering Italy
promotional activities and shows. The visitors experienced a
“travel” across Italian cities thanks to performances like
traditional dances, Pinocchio puppet show, pizza contests,
Italian appetizers and more. The ENIT representative in
th
Dubai participated to the opening event on April 6 .
Promotional material in both English and Arabic was
distributed to the visitors from an ENIT desk, while the “Italia
Much More” and “Italia Opera Unica” promotional videos
th
about Italy were broadcasted non-stop. From April 7 to
th
April 14 ENIT stand was manned by Ferrari World staff.
540 brochures in Arabic and 300 in English were
distributed. The broadcasted videos had great success as
Italy’s beauty stunned visitors and attracted their attention.
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AREA MEETING OF THE ITALIAN CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE ABROAD - ASIA AND SOUTH AFRICA
TH

UAE: 20

– 22

ND

APRIL 2012

IICUAE was proud to host the Area Meeting of the Italian Chambers of Commerce of Asia and South Africa Area
th
nd
Meeting which took place for the first time in the UAE from 20 -22 April 2012 in Dubai. The meeting was an
opportunity to develop the Chambers activities and possible common projects to be in 2012-2013, and to present
the UAE market. The focus of the event was the Milan Expo 2015 which will open in three years in Milan on the
theme "Feeding the planet. Energy for Life".’
th

st

The dates of 20 & 21 April 2012 was dedicated to internal Meetings between the Presidents and Secretary
st
Generals of the Chamber and a networking ‘Aperitivo Party’ on the 21 of April at the Westin La Bussola.

nd

On Sunday 22 April, the Dubai Chamber of Commerce in collaboration with IICUAE hosted the seminar “Milan Expo 2015 – An Italian
Window for Business and Tourism Opportunities”. Mr. Davide Pacca, Director of Development of International Relations and EXPO 2015
for Region of Lombardy, and Mr. Fabrizio Grillo, Head of institutional relations of Expo 2015 S.p.A., presented the Milan Expo 2015, which
will open in Milan on the theme "Feeding the planet. Energy for Life", in the presence of the Senior Director of the Dubai Chamber, Mr. Atiq
Juma Nassib, representatives of the Italian Ministry for Economic Development, the Italian Embassy in Abu Dhabi, Assocamerestero,
Unioncamere, and the Italian Chambers of Commerce of UAE, Japan, India, Vietnam, Hong Kong, Singapore, Kazakhstan, Qatar and
South Africa. The Italian export to the UAE recorded a growth of 28,5% compared to 2010, while the UAE export to Italy increased in the
same period by 91,2%.

The seminar was preceded by a meeting with H.E. Mohammed Ahmed Bin Abdul Aziz Al Shihhi, Undersecretary of UAE Ministry of
Economy, H.E. Hamad Buamim, President of Dubai Chamber, Mr. Atiq Juma Nassib, Ms. Viviana Caponi, representative of the Italian
Ministry for Economic Development, Mr. Piero Ricotti and Mr. Mauro Marzocchi, respectively President and Secretary General of the
IICUAE, Mr. Davide Pacca, Region Lombardy, Mr. Fabrizio Grillo, Expo 2015 S.p.A., Mr. Silvano Martinotti, IICUAE Institutional Relations.
During the meeting, Dubai and Region Lombardy declared the willing to strengthen their relations with the support of the IICUAE. The
UAE already signed for their participation to the Milan universal expo and Region Lombardy, with its experience, will support Dubai in its
competition to host the Expo 2020.
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28-30.04.12 : Project – Consortium of Italian Quality Food:
Following the 2011 project with the IICUAE, the IQF Consortium intends to further penetrate the UAE
market and stabilize the presence of Italian quality food products.
During the course of these days, our chamber organized B2B meetings between the IQF Consortium
and specialized local operators.
th

28 April saw a special promotional ‘Aperitivo party being organized at the Shangrila La Hotel where
local operators and guests had the opportunity to taste the products.

‘Ospitalita Italiana’ Project - ITALIAN HOSPITALITY PROJECT

During the year 2011 year, the following activities were carried out for the Italian Hospitality project.


Restaurants network development, increasing the number of those subjected to certification.



Maintaining and keeping alive the network, valorizing already certificated restaurants using them as ambassadors of
Italian typical products in order to discourage Italian sounding and to support the consume of Italian products.



Realizing promotional events for the Ospitalità Italiana label.

In addition to the development of the certificated restaurants network (there were 10 in 2010 and 6 more candidates were
selected during 2011), the Chamber actively promoted the Ospitalità Italiana award: through an SMS voting system, clients
nd
selected the most appreciated Italian restaurants in the UAE. Accordingly to the voting process closed on the 2 June, restaurant
Rococo’ earned the first position followed by La Bussola and Filini restaurants. The winning restaurants were awarded directly by
the Italian Ambassador in Abu Dhabi, H.E. Giorgio Starace, during the closing ceremony of the Chamber’s annual flagship event th
Italian Festival Weeks (IFW11) in the prestigious venue of the Armani Restaurant at Burj Khalifa on 10 December, in the
presence of the UAE government and MISE representatives in addition to several distinguished guests.
th

IFW11 proved to be an excellent supporting tool for the Ospitalità Italiana project since it dedicated the inaugural event on 17
December at the Cavalli Club, to the first anniversary of the recognition of the Mediterranean diet as an intangible heritage
by UNESCO. This event included a press conference, joined also by H.E. Giorgio Starace, during which wide space was
dedicated to the Mediterranean diet theme and in particular to the Italian cuisine.
An additional move in this direction was represented by the interview released to the country’s principal English language
daily magazine with particular attention paid to Italian cuisine tradition, to Made in Italy products’ value and to Italian cuisine
diffusion in the UAE.

Finally, in order to support the export of Italian food products to the UAE, the Chamber established a Consortium of Italian food
importers and distributors which will analyze the principal obstacles spotted for the importation activities in order to resolve
them where possible and increase the Italian food distribution in the UAE.
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A list of upcoming trade fairs both in UAE and Italy for the period May – July 2012

Italy
Date

Place

Exhibition

Sector

“Non

18-23.05.2012

Fiera di Vicenza,
Vicenza,

Vicenzaoro Spring

Vicenzaoro Spring is a unique and stellar event bringing together
the industrial expertise and creative flair of the jewelry sector in a
harmony of ideas and knowhow on the inner working details of
their profession.

26-28.05.2012

Stazione
Leopolda,
Florence,

Moda Prima

Moda Prima will be an international event concerned with the
fashion industry. The event will be showcasing ready-to-wear
men's and women's clothing and accessories for fall-winter 201112 as well as spring summer 2012.

16-19.06.2012

Centro Fiera del
Garda, Brescia,

Expo Riva Schuh Italy

Expo Riva Schuh is an international show dedicated to the
footwear industry. The show will be presenting the new collection
of the shoes for every season.

23-27.06.2012

Fiera
Milan

Milano Moda Uomo

Milano Moda Uomo is a spectacular international event showing
ready-to-wear collections and fashionable accessories for men
by renowned designers from Italian fashion industry.

Milano,

UAE
Date

Place

Exhibition

Sector

15-17.05.2012

DWTC, Dubai

The Hotel Show

The Hotel Show is a spectacular event dedicated to the
hospitality industry in the Middle East.

22-24.05.2012

DWTC, Dubai

Automechanika
Middle East

Automechanika Middle East is one of the most eagerly
anticipated automobile sector trade events in United Arab
Emirates.

29-31.05.2012

DWTC, Dubai

Beauty World Middle
East

Beautyworld Middle East is the Largest International Trade Fair
for Beauty Products, Cosmetics and Perfumery in the Middle
East.

04-06.06.2012

DWTC, Dubai

Hospital Build Middle
East

Hospital Build Middle East is one of the prestigious trade shows
for the health care community.

For a list of detailed exhibitions please visit the websites;
ITALY

-

http://www.biztradeshows.com/italy

UAE

-

http://www.biztradeshows.com/unitedarabemirates
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